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How are we doing?

Good! 🙂✅❤👍

Bad! 👎😮❌🤯
(or ask a question in the chat)

Question:

What is your favorite animal?

Type answers into the chat.



Goals for this lecture

•Understand the difference between sta0s0cal and 
mechanis0c models
Comprendre la différence entre les modèles sta0s0ques
et mécanistes.

•Understand how to formalize and conceptualize 
compartmental models
Comprendre comment on peut formuler et 
conceptualiser les modèles compar0mentés
•
• Example: popula0on growth, predator prey, SIR models



Goals for this lecture

•Understand the difference between statistical and 
compartmental models

•Understand the difference between parameters and 
state variables

•Understand the difference between discrete-time and 
continuous time models

•Understand how to formalize and conceptualize 
compartmental models



Schedule

•Today: simple population growth, age structured 
population growth

•Wendesday: predator prey, SIR models



1. Populations are divided into compartments
Les populations sont subdivisées en compartiments

2. Individuals within a compartment are homogeneously 
mixed
Les individus d'un compartiment sont mélangés de 
manière homogène

3. Compartments and transition rates are determined by 
biological systems
Les compartiments et les taux de transition sont
déterminés par les systèmes biologiques

4. Rates of transferring between compartments are 
expressed mathematically
Taux de transition entre les compartiments sont
exprimés mathématiquement
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How are these different from statistical models?

En quoi sont-ils différents des modèles
statistiques?

Make explicit hypotheses about biological mechanisms 
that drive infec0on dynamics (may not be realis0c, but 

s0ll explicit) 

Faire des hypothèses explicites sur les mécanismes
biologiques qui régissent la dynamique de l'infec0on

(peut ne pas être réaliste, mais toujours explicite)



Most statistical models (e.g. regressions, ANOVAs, t 
tests, glms) describe static relationships:

They describe relationships between independent and 
dependent variables, without explicitly modeling changes 
over time.

La plupart des modèles statistiques (par exemple, régressions, 
ANOVA, t tests, glms) décrivent des relations statiques: 

Ils décrivent les relations entre les variables indépendantes et 
dépendantes, sans modéliser explicitement les changements dans le 
temps.

How are these different from statistical models?

En quoi sont-ils différents des modèles
statistiques?



Compartmental models are dynamical models:
They track changes over time in a biological system. 

They make explicit hypothesis about the biological forces 
that cause these changes.

Les modèles compartimentés sont des modèles dynamiques: 
Ils suivent les changements au fil du temps dans un système 
biologique. 

Ils font des hypothèses explicites sur les forces biologiques qui 
causent ces changements.

How are these different from statistical models?

En quoi sont-ils différents des modèles
statistiques?



Compartmental models are dynamical models:

Compartmental models have two main kinds of variables:

1. State variables – track the number of individuals in each 
compartment over time

2. Parameters – affect rates at which individuals transition 
between compartments, or interact

How are these different from statistical models?

En quoi sont-ils différents des modèles
statistiques?



1. Simple Population Models
1. Modèles simples de population



Madagascar
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How does the population of Madagascar grow 
over time?

Comment est-ce que la population de 
Madagascar s’augmente avec le passage du 

temps?

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
3. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically
4. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mix

The basic
population model
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How does the population grow?

Madagascar
(N)

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)
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3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically



The basic
population model

births

Madagascar
(N)

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically

How does the population grow?



The basic
population model

How does the population decrease?

births

deathsMadagascar
(N)

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically
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The basic
population model

births

deaths

Nt+1=births*Nt-deaths*Nt
Nt+1=(births-deaths)*Nt
Nt+1=l*Nt l=pop intrinsic growth rate

Madagascar
(N)

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Madagascar
(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

pop size at t+1

pop size at t

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

Discrete )me
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Madagascar
(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

pop size at t+1

pop size at t

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

How are we doing?

Good! 🙂✅❤👍

Bad! 👎😮❌🤯
(or ask a question in the chat)



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Madagascar
(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

pop size at t+1

pop size at t

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

Question:

In this change equation, is l a 
parameter or a state variable?

Dans ce(e équa,on de changement, l
est-il un paramètre ou une variable 
d'état ?

Type answers into the chat.



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Madagascar
(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

pop size at t+1

pop size at t

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

Question:

If l=0.7, is the population growing 
or shrinking?

Si l=0,7, la popula,on augmente-t-
elle ou diminue-t-elle ?

(Type answers into the chat)



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

If we start with N0 individuals at time 0, how 
many individuals will we have at time 1?

🤔time

N t
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The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

If we start with N0 individuals at time 0, how 
many individuals will we have at time 1?

N1=l*N0

Then how many individuals will there be at 
t=2?

🤔
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The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

If we start with N0 individuals at time 0, how 
many individuals will we have at time 1?

N1=l*N0

Then how many individuals will there be at 
t=2?

N2=l*N1

N2=l*[l*N0] = l2N0



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

If we start with N0 individuals at time 0, how 
many individuals will we have at time 1?

N1=l*N0

Then how many individuals will there be at 
t=3?

N2=l*N1 = l2N0

N3=l*N2 = l3N0
…



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

If we start with N0 individuals at time 0, how 
many individuals will we have at time t?

N1=l*N0

N2=l*N1 = l2N0

N3=l*N2 = l3N0
…

Nt = ltN0



Summary: 
discrete time Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Discrete time

Two ways to write down this model:

1. Change equation 
à To find Nt, start from N0 and solve iteratively

Nt+1=l*Nt

2. State equation 
à To find Nt, we can plug in t and solve

Nt = ltN0

time

N t

Solve iteratively
N1=l*N0

N2=l*N1 = l2N0

N3=l*N2 = l3N0
…



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Nt+1=l*Nt

Change equation

N1=l*N0

N2=l*N1 = l2N0

N3=l*N2 = l3N0
…

Nt = ltN0

State equation

How are we doing?

Good! 🙂✅❤👍

Bad! 👎😮❌🤯
(or ask a question in the chat)



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Population rate of increase
Taux d'accroissement de la population

Change equation
Nt+1=l*Nt

N1=l*N0

N2=l*N1 = l2N0

N3=l*N2 = l3N0
…

Nt = ltN0

State equation

Question:

In what situations would we want a 
time step NOT equal to one year?

Dans quelles situa,ons souhaiterions-
nous un pas de temps NON égal à un 
an ?

(Type answers into the chat)



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Madagascar
(N)

births

deaths

Discrete time

po
pu

la
tio

n 
si

ze
, N
t

Continuous time

time time

po
pu

la
tio

n 
si

ze
, N
t

!as dt→0

𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡 = 𝑟𝑁(𝑡)

r= [N(t)-N(0)]/t

Change equation
Nt+1=l*Nt



Solve for the 
state equation Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Continuous time
𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝑁(𝑡)

Separation of variables:
dN(t)/N(t) = r dt

Integrate both sides: 
∫ dN(t)/N(t) = ∫ r dt

By definition:
log(N(t)) = rt + c

Take exponentials:
N(t) = ert + c = Cert

N(t) = N(0)ert
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N(t) = ert + c = Cert

N(t) = N(0)ert

Solve for the 
state equation
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Solve for the 
state equation Madagascar
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Continuous time
𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝑁(𝑡)

1. Separation of variables:
𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑁(𝑡)

= 𝑟𝑑𝑡

2. Integrate both sides: 

(
1

𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑁(𝑡) = ( 𝑟𝑑𝑡

By definition:
log 𝑁 𝑡 + 𝐶 = 𝑟𝑡 + 𝐶

Take exponentials:
N(t) = ert + c = Cert

N(t) = N(0)ert



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births

deaths

Continuous time
𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑟𝑁(𝑡)

1. Separation of variables:
𝑑𝑁(𝑡)
𝑁(𝑡)

= 𝑟𝑑𝑡

2. Integrate both sides: 

(
1

𝑁(𝑡)
𝑑𝑁(𝑡) = ( 𝑟𝑑𝑡

By definition:
log 𝑁 𝑡 = 𝑟𝑡 + (𝐶! − 𝐶")

Take exponentials:
N(t) = ert + c = Cert

N(t) = N(0)ert

the difference of 
constants is a 

constant
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Take exponentials to solve for N(t):
N(t)= 𝑒!"#$ = 𝐶𝑒!"
Substitute [t=0, N=N0] to show that C = N0:
N(t)= 𝑁%𝑒!"

Detailed math
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N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equation
(Can be solved iteratively)

State equation
(Can plug in t to solve for Nt)
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(N)
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deaths

Nt+1 = l Nt

Nt= 𝜆tN0

dN(t)/dt = rN(t)

N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equation
(Can be solved iteratively)

State equation
(Can plug in t to solve for Nt)

!! 
In more complicated 
models, we cannot 

always solve for the state 
equa,on.

!!
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l=Nt+1/Nt

Nt+1 = l Nt

Nt= 𝜆tN0

dN(t)/dt = rN(t)

N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equation
(Can be solved iteratively)

State equation
(Can plug in t to solve for Nt)

Continuous models can be discretized; 
discrete models can be approximated by 
continuous ones. The appropriate framing 

may depend on the data / question.
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l=Nt+1/Nt

Nt+1 = l Nt

Nt= 𝜆tN0

dN(t)/dt = rN(t)

N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equa,on
à Can be solved itera,vely

State equa,on
à Can plug in t to solve for N(t)

How are we doing?

Good! 🙂✅❤👍

Bad! 👎😮❌🤯
(or ask a question in the chat)



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Nt+1 = l Nt

Nt= 𝜆tN0

dN(t)/dt = rN(t)

N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equa,on
à Can be solved itera,vely

State equa,on
à Can plug in t to solve for N(t)

Question:

Exponential growth models assume 
that the population growth rate, r, is 
constant. What is the problem with 
this assumption?

Les modèles de croissance
exponen1elle supposent que le 
taux de croissance de la 
popula1on, r, est constant. Quel
est le problème avec ce:e
hypothèse ?

(Answer in the chat)



The basic
population model

l=Nt+1/Nt

Nt+1 = l Nt

Nt= 𝜆tN0

dN(t)/dt = rN(t)

N(t) = N(0)ert

r=[N(t)-N(0)]/tRate of change

Change equation
à Can be solved iteratively

State equation
à Can plug in t to solve for N(t)

Question:

In what situations is exponential growth a reasonable model?
Dans quelles situa1ons la croissance exponen1elle est-elle un 
modèle raisonnable ?

(Answer in the chat)



The basic
population model Madagascar

(N)

births
deaths

What about those rates?
Are they the same every year?

And in every person?
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probability of 
death = 0.5

“always the same”if determinis,c
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How are we doing?

Good! 🙂✅❤👍

Bad! 👎😮❌🤯
(or ask a question in the chat)
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(N)

births
deaths

probability of 
death = 0.5

“always the same”if determinis,c

probability of 
death = 0.5

if stochastic?

N surviving ducks

Fr
eq
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y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

0
10

20
30

40
50

60

rbinom(200,10,0.5)

Question:

Does stochasticity matter more when 
the starting population is large or 
small?



Key concepts

•Compartmental/mechanistic/mathematical models
Modèles en compartiments

•Continuous vs. discrete models
Modèles en temps continue vs. modèles en

temps discrète

•Deterministic vs. stochastic models
Modèles détérministique vs. stochastique



2. Structured Population Models
2. Modèles de la population structurée
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Why does the model 
perform poorly?

Ranomafana
(N)

births

deaths
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We need population 
structure!

The basic
population model



The structured
population model

Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematically

How does the population of Ranomafana grow 
over time?

Comment est-ce que la population de 
Ranomafana s’augmente avec le passage du 

temps?
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Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematicallyBabies Adults

births (B)

aging
(a)

deaths deaths

vector of 
population sizes

nt+1 = Ant

sb(1-a) B

sba sa

*Discrete time
Population rate of increase

Taux d'accroissement de la population

survival (sb) survival (sa)

change matrix

rbb rab

rba raa

=
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Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematicallyBabies Adults

births (B)

aging
(a)

deaths deaths

sb(1-a) B

sba sa

nb

na

sb(1-a) nb + bna

sb a nb + sana

A nt nt+1

x =

Ant = nt+1

Babies Adults

births (B)

aging
(a)

deaths deaths

survival (sb) survival (sa)
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Compartmental models (Mechanistic Models)

1. Populations are divided into compartments
2. Individuals within a compartment are 

homogenously mixed
3. Compartments and transition rates are

determined by biological systems
4. Rates of transferring between compartments

are expressed mathematicallyBabies Adults

births (B)

aging
(a)

deaths deaths

sb(1-a) B

sba sa

nb

na

sb(1-a) nb + bna

sb a nb + sana

A nt nt+1

x =

Population growth will depend on population structure!

Ant = nt+1
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Conservation and Management of a Threatened 
Madagascar Palm Species, Neodypsis decaryi, Jumelle 
JOELISOA RATSIRARSON,*~ JOHN A. SILANDER, JR.,* AND ALISON F. RICHARDt 
*Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, 75 N. Eagleville Road, The University of Connecticut, Storrs, 
c r  06269, U.S.A. 
tYale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, 205 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT 06520, U.S.A. 
,Current Address: Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, 205 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT 
06520, U.S.A. 

Abstract: The dynamics o f  a remnant  population o f  the palm Neodypsis decaryi were characterized using a 
linear, stage-structured demographic model. This palm is a threatened keystone species restricted to a narrow 
ecological zone in southeastern Madagascar. The population showed high mortality rates in the early stages 
o f  the life cycle, followed by a period o f  lower adult mortality. Demographic results indicated that the popula- 
tion was either stable or increasing inside the r e s e r v e  (A  m close to 1.0). Sensitivity and elasticity analyses indi- 
cated that adult stage classes were the most sensitive to producing changes in population growth rates. Con- 
tinued biological monitoring is appropriate for  the long-term conservation management  o f  this palm inside 
the reserve. Outside the protected area the population appears to be declining rapidly, mainly because o f  an- 
thropogenic effects (especially f lre and grazing). I f  the conservation of Neodypsis decaryi is to be successful in 
the long term, then conservation methods must  be carried out in cooperation with local villagers, and the spe- 
cies should be managed as a renewable resource in situ and ex sit~ In situ conservation should include culti- 
vation o f  this species throughout its natural range and protection o f  the existing viable natural populations. 
Alternative conservation management practices, both ecologically and economically sustainable, may be use- 
fu l  to alleviate the human pressures on this renewable resource. I f  leaves of  N. decaryi are to be harvested by 
local people, we recommend restricting annual  harvesting to about 25% of  leaves per  tree per year. Based on 
sensitivity analysis, seed collection should be kept well below 95% o f  the yearly crop i f  harvesting is not to 
have a significant impact on population growth rates. 

Conservaci6n y manejo de la especie de palmera de Madagascar en peligro Neodypsts decaryi, Jumelle 
R e s u m e n :  Se caracteriz6 la din~mica de las poblaciones remanentes de la palmera Neodypsis decaryi 
usando un modelo demogr~fico lineal estructurado por  edades. Esta palmera es una especie clave en peligro 
restringida a una zona ecol6gtca angosta en el sudeste de Madagascar. La poblaci6n mostr6 altas tasas de 
mortalidad durante los estadfos tempranos del ciclo de vida seguidas de tasas mdm bajas para los estadios 
adultos. Los resultados demogrd~ficos indicaron que dentro de la reserva la poblaci6n permaneci6 estable o 
aument6 (A m cercano a 1.0). Los an~lisis de sensitividad y elasticidad indicaron que las classes correspon- 
dientes a los estadios adultos fueron las mdts sensibles siendo las principales responsables de cambios en los 
tasas de crecimiento poblacional. E1 monitoreo biol6gico continuado para los esfuerzos de manejo para la 
conservaci6n a largo plazo de esta palmera dentro de la reserva es apropiado. Fuera del d~rea protegida, la 
poblaci6n parece estar declinando rapidamente debido, principalmente, a los efectos antropog~nicos (espe- 
cialmente fuego y pastoreo). Para que la conservaci6n de Neodypsis decaryi sea exitosa la largo plazo, los 
m#todos de conservaci6n deben ser Ilevados a cabo en cooperaci6n con la poblaci6n local y la especie debe 
ser manejada como un recurso renovable tantoen en el lugar como fuera. La conservaci6n en el lugar debe 
incluir el cultivo de esta especie a lo largo de su dLrea natural de distribuci6n y la protecci6n de las poblacion- 
ens naturales viables existentes. Pr~cticas alternativas de manejo para la conservaci6n, sostenibles tanto 
econ6mica como ecol6gicamente, podrlan ser atiles para altviar las presiones humanas sobre este recurso 
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Key concepts

•Compartmental/mechanis6c/mathema6cal models
Modèles en compar7ments

•Con6nuous vs. discrete models
Modèles en temps con7nue vs. modèles en

temps discrète

•Determinis6c vs. stochas6c models
Modèles détérminis7que vs. stochas7que

•Structured models
Modèles structurés.



R tutorial

Today
1. Solve a discrete time model two ways:

1. Iteratively, using the change equation (for loop)
2. Directly, using the state equation

2. Compare to the continuous time model

Wednesday
1. Solve a continuous time model three ways:

1. Using the state equation
2. Using a discrete-time approximation (for-loop)
3. Using the ODE solver, lsoda

2. Use the ODE solver lsoda to simulate more complicated models:
1. Predator-prey
2. SIR


